Vegetative Filter Area

I
V

n order to protect Slaughter Creek from impacts of vehicles and people traveling
on this road, vegetative filter strips have been planted between the road and the creek.
egetative filter strips consist of switch grass as a water
level spreader device to prevent water concentrating in
a channel and to prevent
erosion.

you are
here

A vegetative filter strip being planted

Please note: this is a Restricted Area.
No motorized vehicles, pesticides, pets, fertilizers,
or intensive recreational use.

9000 years of water use...
will there be 9000 more?
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Petroleum & Natural Gas Pipelines

P

hillips Petroleum and Kinder/Morgan are the owners of the two pipelines that
cross this tract. Phillips transports crude oil from the Gulf coast to El Paso, and Kinder/
Morgan transports natural gas from west to east.

A

ustin Energy utilizes natural gas from this pipeline at
the power plant at Decker Lake, east of Austin. Kinder/
Morgan has retrofitted a long section of their line where it
crosses the recharge zone within the
city limits of Austin in order to
ensure that the line is safe
for the aquifer.
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9000 years of water use...
will there be 9000 more?

Old Ranch Roads

A

s you travel the trail, you will cross a number of old ranch roads. These roads were
used to access the 3 ranches on this site. The roads are no longer in use, except for land
management and restoration activities.

P

lease note: The ranch roads are NOT for trail use.
Please stay on trails. Leaving the trail could result in fines
and citations for trespassing. Such incidents will result in
closure of the trail to all users.
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9000 years of water use...
will there be 9000 more?

Cedar Thinning & Clearing

C

edar (Juniperus ashei) has been thinned throughout the property in order to promote
the return of native grasses. Unlike oaks, cedar trees intercept a large amount of rainfall in
their leaves, where it evaporates and never reaches the soil.
Cedar shade does not allow vegetation to grow underneath
the trees, creating opportunities for added erosion.

C

edar is being thinned according to Land Management
Plan recommendations for
the Water Quality Protection
Lands. Restoration of the oak
savanna is the goal, where
appropriate. As you travel
along the trail, you will see
other areas of the tract that
have been cleared and/or
burned for the same reasons.
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The Invaded Savanna

A

savanna is grassland that also supports occasional trees, in this case, oak trees. Here,
the savanna was invaded by cedar causing a number of grasses and other vegetation to
be crowded out.

C

edar is a native
tree here, but human
induced changes such
as preventing wildfires,
have allowed it to expand
greatly, turning savanna
and grasslands into
woodlands.
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9000 years of water use...
will there be 9000 more?

Drainage to Slaughter Creek

T

he drainage paths to tributaries and creeks are often swales, or low places
in uneven terrain. The swales in this area mark the drainage paths to Slaughter
Creek. Water travels through the swales to what has been named “Hafif
Lake,” a former stock pond, and runs in front of the Trautwein
house to Slaughter Creek, approximately one mile from this spot
(see the dashed blue line on the map).
Protecting swales ultimately protects Slaughter Creek.
you are
here

swale

9000 years of water use...
will there be 9000 more?

Ranch Artifacts

T

ypically people living in rural areas have no city services. Disposing of trash in caves
usually had a twofold purpose: dumping trash out of sight into caves and filling the caves to
prevent livestock from falling in. The trash dump here is
far removed from where residents lived, since there were no
caves on this property. When Circle C Ranch was a working
ranch, Midnight Cave, in the current Circle C Metropolitan
Park, was used as a trash dump.
Trash in Midnight Cave

Ranch dumping ground
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Trash in Midnight Cave

9000 years of water use...
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Baker Mountain and Cedar Thinned Areas

B

aker Mountain, on the left, is an example of the Glen Rose formation that is typical
of the Contributing Zone of the aquifer. The Glen Rose formation is characterized by
“benches.” Many can be seen between the trail and the top
of Baker Mountain.

I

n this area cedar was
thinned in order to restore
native grasses and other
vegetation that can hold
water as it travels downhill,
limiting erosion and
allowing water to soak into
the soil.

you are
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9000 years of water use...
will there be 9000 more?

Water Towers

B

lue Water Tower:

Looking westward, the large blue water tower holds 2 million gallons and is used to supply Lewis
Mountain and Circle C neighborhoods. The tower is owned by the
City of Austin and is used to store water from the Ullrich water
treatment plant near Lake Austin.

G

reen Water Tower:

Looking northward about 2 miles, a low, dark green water tower
is visible. It has a 6 million gallon capacity and is used in Circle C as
a reservoir to assist with water pressure.
It is located at the intersection of Slaughter Lane and FM 1826 and
is owned by the City of Austin’s Water Utility. The source of water
is also the Ulrich water treatment plant, and the water is from the
Colorado River at Lake Austin.
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9000 years of water use...
will there be 9000 more?

Trail Crossing

T

he trail crosses the road leading to the house on the old Baker tract.
After crossing the road, note the rows that are still visible from the reseeding
treatment. Farther out into the field are grasses growing as
a result of the reseeding, including species such as Sideoats
Gramma (state grass of Texas) and Green Sprangle-top.
Silver Bluestem and Little Bluestem re-sprout naturally after
thinning occurs.
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Abandoned Stock Tank

R

anchers built stock tanks to capture water for livestock. This tank is unusual because when it fills, it does not hold water.
The rock here called the Glen Rose Limestone, forms thin layers or beds often called “benches”; the benches indicate
this is the Contributing Zone of the aquifer. A tank that does not hold water would be a common occurrence in the Recharge
Zone where water flows rapidly through the faults and fractures of the Edwards Limestone. It is unclear how and where the
water flows out of the tank. The “leak” in the tank could possibly have been
caused by excavation equipment cutting into the Glen Rose formation.

A

nother possibility is that this land is situated right along the contact
of the Contributing and Recharge zones, where the rock types merge in
and out of one another. The zones are
not clearly defined along the edges.
The water from here likely emerges
between this feature and Slaughter
Creek, contributing to flows in the
creek and recharge to the aquifer.
you are
here

9000 years of water use...
will there be 9000 more?

Wildland / Urban Interface

H

ere is an excellent example of the “Wildland-Urban Interface.” According to the
United State Forest Service, “The Wildland-Urban Interface (WUI) is the area where houses meet or intermingle
with undeveloped wildland vegetation. This makes the
WUI a focal area for human-environment conflicts such as
wildland fires, habitat fragmentation, invasive species, and
biodiversity decline.”

T

here are factors, such as the presence of wildlife in
close proximity to pets and people living a more suburban
lifestyle, that cause complications in managing the open
space lands for continuity of species and vegetation.
you are
here

The boundary with Circle C in 2003 (on the left) and 2006 (on the right)

9000 years of water use...
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Savanna Meadow

N
T

ote the meadow area with native grasses such as Little Bluestem (shown below), oaks, some cedar and other low vegetation.

his area is a good example of the “savanna,” grassland
that also supports occasional large trees, frequently (such
as)live oak. Native grasses grow
here when not shaded by cedar.
During wet years wildflowers can
be found in abundance in savanna
meadows.
Golden Eye Phlox (near
right), Blackfoot Daisy
and Zexminia flowers
(far right) are among
the flowers that can be
found in the savanna
meadows.
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Savanna Restoration
T

he two fields below were used to grow hay when the property was a working ranch. Many ranchers in the area would clear fields
near creeks to plant hay or cotton. Prior to the ranching era, these fields were savanna land containing many types of grasses.

W

hen the City of Austin purchased the property, both fields were overgrown
with cedar. The Land Management Plan called for the removal of cedar from
the fields by using a prescribed burn, thereby reducing woody species like cedar
and invigorating prairie grasses. The field on the left was burned in 2002. Notice
that native grasses are growing abundantly in the field, and non-native grasses
have been greatly reduced. Fire is the most effective means for invigorating
native grasses on prairie land.

T

you are
you are
here here

he field to the far right was treated
differently. Cedar trees were removed
by hand utilizing the members of the
American Youthworks organization. In
the field to the right, invasive grasses
still dominate by causing a reduction
in sunlight for the native grasses. Native grasses will become robust once the
sunlight returns after the field is burned in the future, as planned.

Top Photo: The controlled burn underway. Bottom Photo: the cedar overgrowth cleared by the
control burn allows the native grasses (center left side of photo) to flourish.

9000 years of water use...
will there be 9000 more?

Water Monitoring Research Plots

T
T

wo water monitoring research plots have been set up to measure the amount of water
flowing off the landscape using different vegetation management strategies.
he project is a partnership with Texas A&M University
and the City of Austin Wildland Conservation Division.
It is part of a larger project called “Water for Texans.” For
more information on the project, go to:
http://rangeweb.tamu.edu/extension/Index.htm.
you are
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Archaeology
9

000 years ago, Paleo and Archaic Indians
established encampments in the area. The high
points were good places to view the surrounding area
and to watch for game. Ovens were dug in various
places and lined with limestone. Piles of chemically
altered limestone, or burned rock middens were
found, giving evidence that subterranean ovens were
used here. Food was processed in bulk in the ovens
that operated like steamers. Types of food cooked in the
ovens included yucca, roots, sotol, succulents and animals.

N

The native peoples hunted
a variety of animals, including bison.

Baking Sotol.

omadic by nature, the native peoples returned to
the area near the creek to camp and hunt bison and other animals. Their activity
was related to the availability of food sources and water. Water was collected from
the creek and carried in skins. In addition, “flint”
or chert, a silica rich rock that is excellent quality
for making tools, is found in abundance in this area.
The early tribes would return to make more tools
that could be traded as they traveled the southwest.
On this tract, there is no indication that there was
any presence of Indian
cultures beyond the
Archaic period, such as the
Tonkawa, Comanche or
Apache.
Clovis Point (left) and Folsum Point flint arrowheads

Paleo Indians
used the Atlatl to
increase their range
for throwing spears.
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Petroleum & Natural Gas Pipelines

P

ipelines cross over and under creeks and ranches all across Texas. They were built many
decades ago, in an era when the priority was to supply oil to the nation from oil producing states,
Texas being a major supplier.
At that time, there was little
awareness of the way the Barton
Springs segment of the Edwards
Aquifer functions.

B

oth pipelines cross under
Slaughter Creek only a few
hundred yards from where water recharges into the aquifer. The
companies monitor the pipelines on a regular basis because of the
potential of harming water quality should there be any leakage.
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Contributing & Recharge Zones
T

he hills just behind you are in the Contributing Zone of the Barton Springs
segment of the Edwards Aquifer. Rain falling on the hills flows into streams such
as Slaughter Creek and down into the Recharge Zone, then flows underground to
Barton Springs.

M

idnight Cave in the Circle C
Metropolitan Park is one of the many caves
on the Recharge Zone that route water to the
aquifer. Cleanup efforts by the Barton Springs
Edwards Aquifer Conservation District, the
City of Austin, Texas Cave Management Association, and
volunteers removed trash that was piled 30 feet deep in
the cave. Needless to say, cleaning up this cave increased
water quality and quantity for Barton Springs.
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